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Abstract

We introduce two novel architectures based on Structured Prediction Energy Networks
(SPENs) for extractive summarization of news articles. SPENs is a framework for structured
learning and can be effectively applied to multi-label classification problems. It has two
major components, a feature network which produces feature representation of the inputs
and an energy network which captures the relationship between the input representation and
output labels.
Extractive summarization of single documents can be framed as a multi-label classification problem, where every sentence is classified as included or excluded in the summary. In
both the proposed architectures, the feature network involves a Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) to learn sentence representation. In the first architecture, the energy network tries to
identify salient sentences based on the context of the sentence and its position. The second
proposed architecture’s energy network attempts to form clusters of sentences based on the
topics discussed in the article. It aims to diversify the summary and reduce repetitiveness by
selecting sentences from different topic clusters.
We also extend the New York Times Annotated Corpus by adding hundreds of thousands
of recent article-summary pairs.
The baseline for the task of single document summarization on news articles is obtained
by taking the first few sentences of the article. This baseline is noted to be very strong due to
the journalistic convention of putting important information at the start of the news article.
Experimental results show that the sentence salience based model performs significantly
better than the baseline. The topic clustering based model lags slightly behind the baseline
on larger length summaries but outperforms the baseline on the shorter length summaries.
Currently, our summarizer is used as part of another project where we are sending weekly
feedbacks to the residents in one of the Columbia-owned building about their electricity
consumption. We hypothesize that news summaries about environmental issues and concerns
could persuade the residents to reduce their electricity consumption.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Single Document Summarization

Single document summarization is an important task in information retrieval and natural language processing. Summarization is often divided into two types, extractive summarization
and abstractive summarization. Extractive summarization methods on a single document
produce a summary by selecting several sentences from the document and concatenating
them. Abstractive summarization techniques produce a summary by concisely paraphrasing
the information present in the document. Extractive summarization methods generally produce grammatically correct summaries, something that is difficult to achieve in abstractive
summarization systems. But the extractive summaries can be incoherent and can have a
longer length.
Various methods for sentence extraction have been proposed. Most of these methods rely
on sentence-level features like sentence position, length of the sentence, word frequency and
presence of proper nouns. Some of the previously used methods of extractive summarization
are based on binary classification (Kupiec et al., 1995), graph based models (Erkan and
Radev, 2004) and integer linear programming (Woodsend and Lapata, 2010).
Recently, there has been a surge of interest in the application of neural networks for
different natural language processing tasks including summarization. This is primarily due
to the introduction of new large scale corpora. Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) have
produced state-of-the-art results in tasks like machine translation (Sutskever et al., 2014)
and dependency parsing (Kiperwasser and Goldberg, 2016). Rush et al. in 2015 applied
a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) for abstractive summarization of the first sentence of
a news article to generate the title. Cheng and Lapata, 2016 and Nallapati et al., 2017
proposed Neural Networks based models for the extractive summarization of news articles.
Their models was trained on the Dailymail corpus (Hermann et al., 2015) thousands of
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news articles and had promising experimental results. Our proposed models also use neural
networks to learn effective sentence representations and perform sentence level extractive
summarization. It is trained on the Dailymail corpus and our newly introduced New York
Times article-summary pairs. The training and testing is performed separately on each of the
two corpora, Dailymail and New York Times.
The baseline for the task of single document summarization on news articles is obtained
by selecting the leading sentences of the article. Due to the journalistic convention of putting
important information at the start of the news article this baseline has been noted to be very
strong. The generic single document summarization task was discontinued by Document
Understanding Conference (DUC) after the first two years because no automatic summarization system could outperform the simple baseline. Nenkova, 2005 noted that human
performance was significantly higher than the baseline on the DUC datasets, showing that
while the baseline was quite strong, there was still room for improved automatic summarization systems. As large scale corpora for the task of summarization are now available along
with encouraging results from extractive neural network models, interest in single document
summarization is increasing.

1.2

Structured Prediction Energy Networks

Fig. 1.1 Basic architecture of SPENs
Belanger and McCallum, 2016 introduced a flexible framework for structure learning
tasks called Structured Prediction Energy Networks (SPENs). SPENs can be effectively
applied to a multi-label classification problem, where an input x is mapped to a binary
vector y. The basic architecture of SPENs consists of a feature network and an energy
network. The feature network tries to produce the feature representations for the inputs.
The energy network is a parameterized function that captures the correlation between the
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feature representations and the output labels; more likely output label sequence are assigned
a lower energy by the model. During model training, the parameters for the feature and
energy network are adjusted to assign the lowest energy states to the input feature/output
labels pairs observed in the training set.
In mathematical terms, given an input x and gold output labels y, the feature network
gives the input feature representation F(x) where F is some form of neural network. The
energy network gets F(x) and y as inputs and returns an energy value E(F(x), y). E is a
parameterized energy function. The objective of the network is to obtain minimum energy
for the gold output labels, y = arg miny′ E(F(x), y′ ). In order to ensure that the energies of
the gold output labels are well separated from erroneous configurations, we train our model
to minimize the hinge loss between the gold labels and the model’s current lowest energy
predicted labels. The training for the model works as follows:
1. Determine the gold energy E(F(x), y) from input feature representation F(x) and gold
output labels y.
2. Predict the output labels ȳ which gets the least energy value. It is given by
ȳ = arg miny′ E(F(x), y′ ). The energy value corresponding to the predicted labels is
called predicted energy, E(F(x), ȳ).
3. Calculate the hinge loss as max(0, E(F(x), y) − E(F(x), ȳ) + ∆(y, ȳ)) where ∆ is the
error function (example - squared loss) between gold output labels and predicted output
labels.
4. Minimize the hinge loss by performing gradient descent w.r.t. to the feature and energy
network parameters.
The value of the hinge loss is proportional to the difference of the gold energy and
predicted energy. By reducing the hinge loss, the network attempts to decrease the difference
between the gold energy and predicted energy. It tries to achieve the objective of gold output
labels having the least energy value. ∆(y, ȳ) is the squared loss between the predicted labels
and the gold labels and helps in reducing the difference between them. Predicting the output
labels (step 2) with minimum energy has an exponential complexity in the length of labels.
It is approximately and efficiently calculated by finding minima for the energy equation
E(F(x), y′ ) in the region where each label value is between [0,1] and then rounding this label
value. While searching for minima, F(x) is assumed to be constant and gradient descent is
performed iteratively on the output labels y′ . Each output label is bounded within the region
[0,1] for every instance of the iteration. During an iteration, if a label exceeds the boundary
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limit of 0 or 1, it is projected back into the search space. In the inference phase, the predicted
output labels are the output of the system.
One of the major benefits of the SPENs is that by modeling the energy equation a
practitioner can utilize domain knowledge and guide the model to learn discriminative
features for the structured output. Another advantage is that during prediction time, sequence
labellings are predicted jointly, rather than in a greedy fashion typically employed in RNN
models. Joint prediction can be helpful in sequence labeling tasks by avoiding common
pitfalls like label bias. Additionally, joint prediction can capture complex long range sequence
interactions in a way that greedy prediction in RNN’s cannot.

1.3

Introduction to Proposed Models

Single document summarization of a news article can be framed as a multi-label classification
problem, where every sentence in the article can be labeled as included or excluded. We
have developed two SPENs based architecture which can be used to extract sentences from a
document for the summary. In both the proposed models, a Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) is used as the feature network. CNN based sentence encoders were introduced in
Kim, 2014 for sentimental classification and were also used in Cheng and Lapata, 2016. We
also tried using a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) but found that CNN worked slightly
better and was significantly faster to train.
The first proposed model’s energy function is based on the idea of selecting salient
sentences. It seeks to build a filter at each sentence position to identify an important sentence.
The second proposed model’s energy function is based on the notion of diversifying and
broadening the coverage of the summary. The model attempts to form sentence level
clusters of topics presented in the article and then select sentences from different clusters,
consequently making the summary more diverse, reducing the repetitiveness and improving
the coverage.
We have trained separate models with the same architecture for the Dailymail and New
York Times corpus. The evaluation was also performed independently on the test samples of
each dataset. ROUGE metrics (Lin, 2004) and F-1 were used to evaluate the performance.
We also evaluated our system on the Document Understanding Conference (DUC) 2002
dataset. Experimental results show that the sentence salience based model outperforms the
topic cluster based model. On the Dailymail corpus, the sentence salience based model
significantly outperforms the baseline of leading sentences. The topic cluster based model
does better on short length summaries but does not beat the baseline on longer length in terms
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of ROUGE scores. We believe that the topic cluster based model doesn’t do well because of
the lower variation in topics discussed in a news article.
We are using our topic cluster based summarizer system in another project which aims at
reducing the electricity consumption of residents in the buildings by giving them personalized
feedback on their electricity usage. We hypothesize that including a news article summary
about environmental issues and concerns could motivate the residents to reduce their usage.
A sample feedback message is shown in the figure below. Currently, we are sending feedback
twice a week, every Monday and Friday, to an experimental group of around 90 apartments
in a Columbia-owned building. The experimental group is compared to a control group of
around 100 apartments from the same building. This system uses MCMC Gibbs Sampling
inference to learn the Multivariate Gaussian Mixture Model, to form groups of apartments
based on the response to the feedback. In each group, we use logistic regression to identify
the important aspects of the feedback message such as sentiment of the message, presence of
graph, information about the other similar apartments, etc. to personalize the feedback.

Fig. 1.2 Sample feedback message.
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Overall the contributions of this work are:
• Introducing two novel architectures based on SPENs which capture different aspects
of extractive summarization.
• Adding hundreds of thousands of recent articles along with their summaries to the
New York Times Annotated Corpus[1].
• Applying our model in another project involving summarization of environmental
news articles.

1.4

Related work

We are aware of two models which are applied to the task of extractive summarization using
neural networks, Cheng and Lapata, 2016 and Nallapati et al., 2017. Cheng and Lapata, had
applied an encoder-decoder based model for the task of extractive summarization. In their
model they have a hierarchical encoder, which first uses CNN based extractors to encode the
sentences to sentence embeddings and RNN based extractors to further encode these sentence
embeddings to a document vector. They used an attention-based decoder mechanism to
classify each sentence sequentially. Nallapati et al. have presented an approach where they
encode the sentences using a RNN and then use a bidirectional GRU cell based RNN to
alter the sentence embeddings based on the neighboring sentence embeddings. Their work
came out after we had started this research. A document embedding is obtained by averaging
the sentence embeddings. They give scores to each sentence based on the position of the
sentence, content of the sentence, salience with respect to the document and redundancy with
respect to the summary generated so far. Based on this score they make a prediction if the
sentence is to be included or excluded. Both these models produce labels in a sequential
manner. Our sentence salience model is somewhat closer to the Nallapati et al. but we only
look at the content and position of the sentence and completely ignore the salience with
respect to the document or redundancy in the summaries. We also use a different framework
which is more powerful because it can capture interactions within the labels which is difficult
to capture in the encoder-decoder framework. Also, our model produce label for all the
sentence positions at once.

Chapter 2
Datasets
2.1

Dailymail

The dailymail corpus was introduced by Hermann et al., 2015 for the question-answer task
on news articles. It was modified by Cheng and Lapata, 2016 and Nallapati et al., 2016 to
obtain the article-summary pairs for summarization. It contains 196,557 training examples,
12,147 validation examples and 10,396 test examples. The summary in the article-summary
pair is a human-written highlight of the article and can be considered as the gold abstractive
summary. An example of an article and gold abstractive summary is given below. For the
task of extractive summarization, we need to split the article into sentences and give labels
(0 - excluded, 1 - included) to every sentence. The NLTK based tokenizer was employed
to tokenize the article into sentences. In order to give a label, sentences are picked so that
the ROUGE-2 (Lin, 2004) score is maximized between the selected sentences and the gold
abstractive summary (highlights). These selected sentences are labeled as included, forming
the gold extractive summary, while the rest are labeled as excluded. As determining the
best combination of sentences which maximizes the ROUGE-2 score is a problem which is
exponential in the length of the article, a greedy strategy discussed in Nallapati et al., 2016
was employed where one sentence is added at a time to the set of selected sentences. The
greedy strategy loops over every sentence which is not included and selects a sentence such
that there is a maximum improvement in the ROUGE-2 score for the selected sentences. It
stops adding sentences when the number of sentences selected is equal to the number of
sentences in the highlight or no sentence is found which improves the ROUGE-2 score. For
faster training of our models we only consider the top 10 sentences of the article, hence each
article is truncated to a length of 10 sentences. It was found that on average 3-4 sentences
were selected by the greedy algorithm from the top 10 sentences. We created the sentencelabel pairs for each article on the training dataset, the validation dataset and the test dataset.
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Note that during the inference, we compare the system summary to the gold abstractive
summary to measure the performance of the system. The below example also shows the gold
extractive summary selected for the article.
Table 2.1 Example from Dailymail Corpus - Article Sentences, Highlights and Gold Extractive Summary.
Move over Grumpy Cat - the latest sourpuss to become an internet sensation is scowling
feline Pompous Albert. The grey cat with tufty hair and a permanent frown, from Salt Lake
City, has already racked up a remarkable 44.1K followers on Instagram. Albert, who’s a
Selkirk Rex cat, was also named after his famous lookalike - Albert Einstein, thanks to
his wild locks, which are a trademark of his breed. Scroll down for video Albert is from
Salt Lake City and is a constant source of entertainment to his 44.1k Instagram followers
Albert is named after famous physician Albert Einstein, due to sharing the same white-grey
Article
curly hair The Instagram account shows images of Albert in a various situations, frowning
Sentences and glaring at the camera - his feline brow furrowed disapprovingly. The hit social media
account is run by his owners Mike and Susan Singleton in Salt Lake City, USA, who’ve
penned his bio, which reads: ’Rejected show cat, but I’ll show them.’ Each picture of the
fluffy cat is accompanied by a sarcastic caption, giving the animal a sinister and funny
internal dialogue.
One snap, in which he stares fiercely into the camera reads: ’I’m not grumpy or angry, I’m
just smarter and better looking than you.’ Another is captioned: ’Albert’s Office Tip: This
is the look you give a boss who wants you to work over the weekend.’
1. Albert is breed of cat called Selkirk Rex known for its wild, tufty fur 2. He is named
Highlight after Albert Einstein thanks to his untamed grey coat 3. His owners live in Salt Lake City
and regularly post pictures of their cat
Albert, who’s a Selkirk Rex cat, was also named after his famous lookalike - Albert
Gold
Einstein, thanks to his wild locks, which are a trademark of his breed. Albert is from Salt
extractive Lake City and is a constant source of entertainment to his 44.1k Instagram followers The
summary hit social media account is run by his owners Mike and Susan Singleton in Salt Lake City,
USA, who’ve penned his bio, which reads: ’Rejected show cat, but I’ll show them.’

2.2

New York Times

The New York Times Annotated Corpus[1] contains New York Times articles along with their
summaries from 1987 to 2007. We make an extension to it by adding recent news articles for
the years 2007 to 2016. The New York Times API allows developers to get their news article
meta-data which includes human-written summaries for the article, authors, keywords, and
article URL. The API doesn’t give the article text so we scraped it from the URL for every
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article which had an abstract for the years 2007 to 2016. But unlike the Dailymail highlights
which have a broader coverage of the article, most abstracts in the NYT were shorter in
length. These abstracts were written to entice the users to click on the article link - this aligns
with our other project’s goal where we want the resident to click on the environmental news
article. We have ignored the articles with an abstract length of fewer than 200 characters.
In order to keep the size of the dataset comparable to that of the Dailymail Corpus, we are
only using articles from the last 11 years (2006-2016) to train and test our model. This helps
in faster training time. More data would have required longer training time. At the end
for the current task of extractive summarization, we had a total of 198,016 training articles,
10,520 validation samples, and 10,520 testing samples. After the article-summary pairs were
obtained we conducted a similar exercise as discussed in the Dailymail section. We split the
article into sentences using the NLTK tokenizer and label the sentences using the greedy
ROUGE algorithm, to maximize the ROUGE-2 score between the selected sentences and
human-written summaries. We found that on average 2-3 sentences were selected by the
greedy algorithm for this corpus. Again, we are only considering the top 10 sentences of the
article. An example of the article, human-written abstracts (gold abstractive summary) and
gold extractive summary are shown in table 2.2.
Table 2.2 Example from NYT Corpus - Article Sentences, Highlight, Gold Extractive
Summary.
A home health aide to I. M. Pei, the renowned 98-year-old architect, has been charged
with assaulting him inside his home in New York, the authorities said.
Mr. Pei told the police that the aide, Eter Nikolaishvili, 28, grabbed his right forearm
and forcefully twisted it on Dec. 13. The authorities said Mr. Pei’s arm was bruised
Article
and bleeding after the attack. The police investigated for two weeks before arresting Ms.
Sentences Nikolaishvili on Tuesday. She was arraigned in Manhattan Criminal Court on a charge of
felony assault and was released without bail. The aide’s lawyer did not immediately return
a phone call seeking comment. Mr. Pei’s designs include the John F. Kennedy Library and
Museum in Boston and the glass and steel pyramid at the Louvre in Paris. In 1983, Mr.
Pei was awarded the Pritzker Prize, known as the Nobel Prize of architecture.
Police say Eter Nikolaishvili, home health aide to renowned architect I M Pei, has been
Highlight charged with assaulting him inside his Manhattan home; Pei had reported that Nikolaishvili
grabbed his right forearm and forcefully twisted it.
A home health aide to I. M. Pei, the renowned 98-year-old architect, has been charged with
Gold
assaulting him inside his home in New York, the authorities said. Mr. Pei told the police
extractive
that the aide, Eter Nikolaishvili, 28, grabbed his right forearm and forcefully twisted it on
summary
Dec. 13.

Chapter 3
Model Architecture
In this section, we describe our Structured Prediction Energy Networks (SPENs) based
models. We have proposed two different models, Sentence Salience based model and Topic
Cluster based model, which intend to learn different aspects of extractive summarization.
On a high-level, both models follow the basic architecture of the SPENs, as discussed in
section 1.2. Moreover, both models have a similar feature network architecture. The training
algorithm for the models is also exactly similar to the previous discussion. But the energy
equations are different and hence the model parameters are influenced accordingly. We first
explain the feature network which is shared by both models and then the energy equation for
the two models are discussed.

3.1

Feature Network

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based sentence representation extractors were used by
Kim, 2014 for the sentiment classification task. In our models, we have also used a CNN
based sentence representation extractor.
Consider a sentence consisting of words w1 , w2 , . . . , wn . Each word is represented as a
parameterized word embedding vector with dimension d. The sentence matrix (S) is a dense
column matrix with each row as the word embedding vector for the words in the sentence,
S ∈ IRnxd . Feature filters are given by F1 , F2 , . . . , Fm , each with a bias b1 , b2 , . . . , bm . The
dimensionality of the filters is Fi ∈ IRhi xd , where hi is the height for the ith filter. In the below
diagram there are two filters with height 2 (orange) and 3 (green) respectively for a sentence
of 10 words with the word embedding dimension as 5.
For every filter, a convolution operation is performed between the sentence matrix S and
the filter Fi . In other words, the filter is centered at every row of S and an element-wise
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Fig. 3.1 Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based Sentence Representation Extractor
multiplication is performed between the overlapping parts. This can be expressed as
SFi j = relu(S j− hi : j+ hi −1 ⋆ Fi + bi )
2

∀ j ∈ [1, n]

2

where ⋆ is a element-wise multiplication operation between the slice of the sentence matrix
S within the rows [ j − h2i : j + h2i − 1] and the filter Fi . The sentence matrix is assumed
to be padded with zeros so a filter can overflow when centered around the start and end
positions of the sentence. SFi j is the jth entry in the feature vector output (size : n) for filter
Fi . Likewise, feature vectors are obtained for other filters. These vectors are max pooled and
concatenated to form the sentence embedding. The size of the sentence embedding depends
on the number of words in the sentence, the number of filters and the max pool window
width. This operation is conducted on every input sentence of the article. The filters and
the word embeddings are shared across the sentences. For an input article, a list of all the
sentence embeddings is the output of the feature network. The list of sentence embeddings
along with output labels constitutes the input to the energy network.
In our experiments, we used 300-dimensional pre-trained embeddings [2] to initialize
the word embeddings. These embeddings were trained on word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013)
skip-gram model on Google’s 1-billion word benchmark. Words which did not have a pretrained embedding were initialized randomly. We only considered the words which occurred
more than 50 times in the training data. This resulted in a vocabulary size of around 40,000
words. All the other less frequent words were given a common UNK token. Two filters
of sizes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 each were used. The max pool window width was set to 3. We
also fixed our sentence length to 50 words. Sentences greater than length 50 were truncated
and sentences shorter than length 50 were padded with zeros. This resulted in the sentence
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embedding size of 224. We took only the first 10 sentences of the article. Articles shorter
than length 10 were padded with zeros. Hence, the output of the feature network was a list of
ten 224-dimensional sentence representations. We tried experimenting with the Recurrent
Neural Networks (RNN) as feature networks and found that their performance was slightly
lower than the CNN. Furthermore, RNN took a lot more time to train than CNN as the GPUs
are optimized for the CNN operations.

3.2

Energy Network

SPENs have better opportunities to incorporate domain knowledge by modeling the energy
equation, which captures the interactions between the input representation and output labels.
Below we discuss the energy equations for the two models.

3.2.1

Sentence Salience based Energy Equation

Energy Equation for the sentence salience based model is given as follows:
k

E(F(x), y) = ∑ yi siWi − (1 − yi )siWi



i=1

F(x) - Input feature representation, given by a list of sentence embeddings obtained from the
feature network [s1 , s2 , . . . , sk ]
y - Output labels, where yi is the label for the ith sentence.
k - Number of sentences in the input. This is 10 in our experiments.
Wi - Weight vector at ith sentence position. Dimension is same as si .
For every sentence, the dot product between the sentence embedding si and weight vector
for the ith position Wi produces a sub-score which is added or subtracted to the energy value.
The objective of the model is to have a minimum energy value for the gold output labels.
Loss of the network is dependent on the difference of gold energy and predicted energy where
predicted energy is the minimum energy value which can be obtained for the predicted labels.
During training, the network tries to reduce the loss and by extension the energy function.
This forces the model to learn weight vectors, convolutional filter and word embedding
parameters such that the energy of the gold label sequence is minimized. The feature network
shares the filters and word embedding parameters across the sentences and hence, these
parameters would capture the context of the sentence, independent of the sentence position.
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However, Wi acts as a filter for the ith sentence position. As a result, the salience of the
sentence would be based on the sentence position and the context of the sentence.

3.2.2

Topic Cluster based Energy Equation

Energy equation for the topic cluster based model is given below.
 k  k

E(F(x), y) = − ∑ ∑ (1 − cos(si , s j ))yi y j + cos(si , s j )yi (1 − y j )
i=1

j=1

F(x) - Input feature representation, given by a list of sentence embeddings obtained from the
feature network [s1 , s2 , . . . , sk ]
y - Output labels, where yi is the label for ith sentence.
k - Number of sentences in the input. This is 10 in our experiments.
cos(si , s j ) - Cosine distance between si and s j .
Consider the first term in the energy equation, which we refer to as the summary diversity
term. This term is active when sentence i and j are both included in a summary, i.e. yi = y j = 1.
When this term is active, the energy is minimized if the feature network representations si and
s j are pointing in the opposite direction from each other. When predicting a label sequence y,
the model will tend to assign more diverse summaries with a lower energy score. The second
term of the energy equation, the summary coverage term, is active only when yi = 1 and
y j = 0. For lower energy value the cosine distance between the included sentence and the
excluded sentence must be high. This is achieved when the excluded sentence embedding s j
and the included sentence embedding si are aligned. As a result of the coverage term, the
excluded sentences would be clustered around the included sentences. We assume that the
sentences which are included in the gold extractive summary address different topics and
hence, these clusters are based on the topics presented in the article. During training of the
model, we hope that the feature network parameters - filters and word embeddings - would be
tuned such that the sentence representations obtained from the feature network form clusters
of sentences.

3.3

Training

Training for both the models is similar to the algorithm discussed in the introduction of
SPENs. For every batch of input articles, sentence representations are obtained using
the CNN. Predicted labels corresponding to the minimum energy value are searched by
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performing gradient descent on the energy equation assuming the sentence representations as
constant. Gradient descent is performed only in the region between 0 and 1 for every label.
At each iteration, if a label value moves out of that region it is projected back to the nearest
boundary label. At the end of the gradient descent, we round off the labels. The energy
value corresponding to the rounded-off predicted labels is the predicted energy. Hinge loss is
calculated by taking the summation of the difference of gold energy and predicted energy and
the squared loss between the predicted labels and gold labels. The objective is to minimize
the hinge loss. We have used a gradient descent based optimizer with decaying learning rate
and gradient clipping to perform this optimization.
The initial learning rate for the gradient descent algorithm used while calculating the
predicted labels is 0.5. The stopping condition for it is to have squared difference of less
than 0.001 between the consecutive predictions or maximum iteration of 50. For the gradient
descent on the hinge loss optimization, 0.005 was used as the learning rate with a decay of 75
percentage with every 6 epochs. The maximum gradient norm is set to 5. The training took
about 2 days for every model. During prediction, we use predicted labels with the minimum
energy as the output labels. It was observed that the network choose 3-4 sentences for the
summary.

Chapter 4
Results and Discussion
Following Cheng and Lapata, 2016 we report performance of our models using limited
length ROUGE recall at 75 bytes and 275 bytes on the test samples of Dailymail and New
York Times separately. We also test our system on the Document Understanding Conference
(DUC) 2002 dataset with a limited length of 75 words summary following the official guidelines. ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2 are reported to indicate the informativeness of the summary
and Rouge-L for the fluency. ROUGE scores are calculated between the extractive summary
and the gold abstractive summary (human-written highlights or abstracts) of the article. We
also report the F-1 scores for the models calculated between the predicted labels and gold
extractive labels. Note that ROUGE-2 score is used to produce the gold extractive summary,
in other words, labels to the sentences as mentioned in the section 2. But that procedure
is independent and does not affect the limited length ROUGE scores between the system
summary and the gold abstractive summary.

4.1

Dailymail

Table 4.1 summarizes the results of our models with respect to the baseline of lead-3 sentences
and 3 randomly selected sentences. It can be seen that lead-3 sentences is a considerably
higher baseline than random baseline. As expected, our learned models have a higher F-1
than the lead-3 baseline. The topic cluster based model performs better than lead 3 on the
shorter length summaries at 75 bytes. The sentence salient based model is significantly better
than the leading 3 sentences of the articles at both 75 bytes and 275 bytes. F-1 scores also
suggest that sentence salient based model performs better than the topic cluster based model.
On a short length of 75 bytes, our models outperform the Cheng and Lapata, 2016 but lag
behind on the longer length summaries of 275 bytes length as observed by the rouge scores.
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4.2 New York Times

Recently published work by Nallapati et al., 2017 is the state of the art on this dataset and
outperform our models.
One of the major difference between our model and other models is that our model
predicts the output labels for all the sentences at once. Other models perform a sequential
selection of sentences and hence are able to reduce the repetitiveness in the summaries
by looking at the previously selected sentences. Our topic cluster based model tries to
address repetitiveness but it has to learn that in the model intrinsically. Our sentence salience
model doesn’t care about other selected sentences at all while making the prediction for a
sentence. This is one of our hypotheses for the lower performance of our model compared
to other models on longer summary lengths. In the below table, best results of our models
are underlined and * indicates that they are statistical significant with respect to the lead-3
baseline.
Table 4.1 Results on the Dailymail test samples
Method

Rouge-1
Random 3
20.96
Lead 3
21.88
Topic Cluster
22.6*
Sentence Salience
22.27*
Cheng and Lapata ’16
22.7
Nallapati et al. ’17
26.2

75 bytes
Rouge-2 Rouge-L
8.26
11.78
8.37
12.17
9.49*
12.91*
8.93*
12.53*
8.5
12.5
10.7
14.4

Rouge-1
35.9
39.18
38.47
39.45*
42.2
42.2

275 bytes
Rouge-2 Rouge-L F-1
13.8
28.67
37.14
15.97
31.35
49.11
15.7
31.22
55.65
16.2*
32.35* 59.56
17.3
34.8
16.8
35
-

Table 4.2 Example output of the system generated summary - summaries are truncated to
275 bytes to indicate length of the summary considered by the ROUGE.
Gold
Summary
System
Summary

4.2

Musk unveiled Powerwall device at press conference in California Daily use version will
be able to store 7 kilowatt-hours of electricity It will let users store renewable energy, or
pay lower, off-peak rates Also revealed a larger model which is a ’infinitely scalable
Musk introduced the Powerwall device at a press conference in California last night and
said the technology could ’change the world’. The device, which could be in homes by the
end of summer, will be able to store electricity at night when it is cheaper. Scroll do

New York Times

The sentence salient model was trained on the newly introduced New York Times dataset.
Our model performs close to the lead-3. The results for this model are presented in table
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4.2 New York Times

4.3. The lead-3 baseline is more competitive on this dataset because content in the human
written reference abstracts are more strongly correlated with the first three sentences of the
article than in the Dailymail corpus. F-1 score for the lead-3 baseline was also high when
compared to the Dailymail corpus, further reflecting the high concentration of salient content
in the article’s opening paragraph. As a result, the model learns to give a high importance
to the sentence position. Analysis of the predicted output labels showed that almost all of
the included sentences were always from the first 4 sentences of the article. This indicates
that the baseline for the New York Times is difficult to beat as the models would tend to give
preference to the positional aspects of the sentence. A topic cluster based model trained on
the NYTimes dataset performed significantly lower than the lead-3 sentences, suggesting
that the coverage of the abstractive summaries is extremely low.
Table 4.3 Results on the New York Times test samples.
Method

Rouge-1
Random 3
30.28
Lead 3
44.47
Sentence salience
44.18
Topic cluster
38.39

75 bytes
Rouge-2 Rouge-L
21.95
28.96
36.52
43.08
36.21
42.79
30.07
36.94

Rouge-1
42.26
55.22
54.96
50.78

275 bytes
Rouge-2 Rouge-L
27.2
37.63
42.71
50.95
42.38
50.76
37.28
46.76

F-1
33.44
60.75
60.77
49.57

4.3 Document Understanding Conference 2002

4.3
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Document Understanding Conference 2002

A sentence salient based model trained on the Dailymail Corpus was tested with the DUC
2002 dataset. The results are presented in table 4.3. There are a total 567 articles in the DUC
2002 dataset. The results show that our model is significantly better than the lead-3 sentence
summaries but does not outperform Cheng and Lapata, 2016 as the length of the summaries
is considerably longer. We were not able to produce the same lead-3 scores as mentioned in
Cheng and Lapata, 2016 even after trying a variety of different ROUGE settings. The fact
that we could not replicate their scores exactly and as our scores for lead-3 were slightly
lower, leaves open the possibility that overall their scores can be slightly inflated over ours.
Our ROUGE scores are calculated at the length of 75 words with stemming and without the
removal of stop words. The state of the art on this dataset is given by URANK (Wan and
Xiao) and TGRAPH (Parveen et al.). * represents that the model is statistically significant
with respect to the leading 3 sentences.
Table 4.4 Results on DUC 2002
75 words
Rouge-1 Rouge-2 Rouge-L
Lead 3
42.72
21.32
38.57
Cheng et al ’16 Lead 3
43.6
21.0
40.2
45.87*
22.45*
41.48*
Sentence salience
Cheng et al ’16
47.4
23.0
43.5
Nallapati et al. ’17
46.8
22.6
43.1
URANK
48.5
21.5
TGRAPH
48.1
24.3
Method

Chapter 5
Future Work and Conclusion
5.1

Future Work

For future work, we plan to replace the named entities related to persons, places, dates, etc.
with a unique token for each category. The presence of named entities in the sentence is an
important feature for sentence selection. But named entities don’t occur very frequently. In
the current setting where all the words which occur less than 50 times throughout the corpus
are replaced with an unknown token, we lose the less frequent named entities with other
noisy words. We also plan to implement a new model which makes use of the headline of the
article while performing extractive summarization. Important sentences in the article have a
high correlation with the headline of the article. Adding a term about the similarity between
the headline and sentence of the article in the energy equation will help in performing better
extractive summaries.
In our models, we have truncated the articles to the first 10 sentences due to the resource
constraints. On one hand, this may have given our models an advantage because it reduces
the search space for the task as the top 10 sentences are more likely to be in the summary. But
this may have also hurt our models because there could be sentences with high importance
appearing at the end of the article that are ignored by our models. In the future, we would
like to consider more sentences for each article and compare their performance.

5.2

Conclusion

In this work we have presented two models to perform extractive summarization of news
articles. These models are based on Structured Prediction Energy Networks. Each of the
models tries to capture different concepts important to the summarization task. One of them
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is based on sentence salience and another one is based on the topic clustering. The sentence
salience model performs better than the topic clustering model. One of our hypothesis for
the lower performance of the topic clustering model is due to lower variation in the topics
discussed in a news article. Experimental results show that these models are good at short
length summaries but lags behind on the longer length summaries. As our models perform
prediction for all the labels simultaneously, it is difficult for it to reduce the redundancies in
the summaries. Results also show that the sentence salience based model performs better
than the strong lead-3 sentence baseline. We also introduced recent New York Times articles
to the New York Times Annotated Corpus. It was found that New York Times summaries
have a strong correlation with the leading sentences of the article. As a result, when the
sentence salient based model was trained on it, it gave a high preference to the starting
position and performed similar to the lead-3 sentences. Analysis of the predicted summaries
showed that they are mostly comprised of the first few sentences of the article. Overall,
we have contributed in presenting two novel architectures for the extractive summarization,
introducing a new large scale corpus and using our system in another project.
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